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Abstract

Generally, the dislocation-mechanics-based constitutive relations are applicable at high
strain rates and relatively low temperatures. However, for expressing flow stress at

M

elevated temperatures, it is required to account for the diffusion processes, namely

ED

softening effects of dynamic recovery (DRV) and dynamic recrystallization (DRX). In
the current work, the Zerilli-Armstrong constitutive equation for face-centered cubic

PT

materials was appropriately modified by incorporation of peak strain and consideration of
both hardening and softening phenomena. The developed constitutive relation was

CE

successfully applied to model the hot flow stress of a typical carbon steel and it was

AC

revealed that there is no need to alter the physically-based nature of the Zerilli-Armstrong
constitutive equation by extensive modifications.
Keywords: Thermomechanical processing; Constitutive modeling; Hot working;
Dynamic recrystallization.
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1. Introduction
Hot working is an important step in production of materials with required shape,
microstructure, and mechanical properties (Doherty et al., 1997; Mirzadeh et al., 2011a;
Mirzadeh et al., 2011b; Mirzadeh and Najafizadeh, 2013). Since the computer simulation of
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T

metal forming processes is used increasingly in the industry and any feasible
mathematical simulation needs accurate flow description, a proper flow stress model is a
preliminary requirement. As a result, considerable research has been carried out to model
the flow stress of metals and alloys (Anand, 1985; Ahmed et al., 2005; Brown et al.,
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US

1989; Lin and Chen, 2011; Luo et al., 2010; Mirzadeh, 2014a; Mirzadeh, 2015a; Mirzadeh,
2015b; Parsa and Ohadi, 2013; Sun et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009; Samantaray et al., 2009;
Cai et al., 2015; Chai et al., 2012). Johnson and Cook (1983) proposed the most common

M

constitutive equation by consideration of the effects of strain, strain rate, and deformation
temperature, separately. This uncoupled nature is a main problem of the Johnson-Cook

ED

model, especially for flow stress modeling at elevated temperatures (Akbari et al., 2015;
Mirzadeh, 2015c). On the other hand, Zerilli and Armstrong (1987) proposed dislocation-

PT

mechanics-based constitutive relations for different crystalline structures, in which the

CE

effects of strain hardening, strain rate hardening, and thermal softening based on the
thermal activation analysis were incorporated into constitutive relations. For fcc metals,
Zerilli-Armstrong

(ZA)

model

can

be

expressed

as

AC

the

  c0  B0 0.5 exp(  0T  1T ln ) (Zerilli and Armstrong, 1987; Zerilli, 2004), in

which c0 and B0 have the unit of MPa and  0 and 1 have the unit of K-1. The constant c0
as the athermal term adds the influence of solutes and grain boundaries to the thermal
stress term. The ZA model can be modified as   c0  B0 n exp( 0T  1T ln ) , in
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which the use of a power law strain hardening with a power of n instead of 0.5 is an
attempt to better account for the effects of dynamic recovery (DRV) and the consequent
saturation of the stress-strain curve at large strains (Zerilli, 2004).
The ZA equation should be expected to apply at high strain rates and relatively low
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T

temperatures (T<0.5Tm) (Zerilli and Armstrong, 1987). One of the important
characteristics of deformation at elevated temperatures is the simultaneous occurrence of
DRV and dynamic recrystallization (DRX), which are the restoration phenomena that
significantly affect the flow stress (Mirzadeh 2015a; Mirzadeh and Najafizadeh, 2010;

AN
US

Saadatkia et al., 2015). Moreover, since the diffusion processes are enhanced at high

temperatures, the deformation mechanism is normally controlled by the intragranular
glide and climb of dislocations (Mirzadeh et al., 2011a; Mirzadeh, 2015d; Mirzadeh et al.,

M

2015). Therefore, the flow stress is not greatly affected by the initial grain size
(Mirzadeh, 2015e; Mukherjee, 2002; Langdon, 2005), and hence, the term c0 can be

ED

neglected. Furthermore, the strain rate sensitivity is high at hot working temperatures,
which shows that the thermally-activated dislocation glide becomes much more

PT

prominent. In the current study, the ZA model was evaluated for a plain carbon steel at

CE

elevated temperatures and subsequently modified to make it useful for modeling the hot

AC

deformation flow curves.

2. Experimental details
Uniaxial hot compression tests were performed on cylindrical samples of a 0.50C0.68Mn-0.20Si-0.28Cu steel with the height of 11.4 mm and diameter of 7.6 mm. The
strain rate and temperature for this work were in the range of 0.0001-0.1 s-1 and 900-1100
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°C, respectively. Samples were soaked at 1100 °C for 15 min before the compression test
and argon flow was employed to inhibit decarburization of the specimen and oxidation of
the machine tools. More information about the experiments and preliminary hot
deformation behaviors can be found elsewhere (Escobar et al., 2003; Saadatkia et al., 2015)

CR
IP
T

and are here revisited.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Flow behavior

AN
US

The obtained flow curves are shown in Fig. 1. Most of the curves illustrate the
conventional DRX behavior (Dehghan-Manshadi et al., 2008; Mirzadeh, 2014b, Mirzadeh
et al., 2012), showing a broad peak with subsequent flow softening. During initial stages

M

of deformation the dislocation multiplication and interaction result in an increase in the
flow stress, during which dynamic recovery is underway. After the dislocation density

ED

reaches a critical value, aimed by a relatively slow DRV kinetics, the DRX becomes
operative promoting a strong additional softening which is reflected in the form of a peak

PT

stress in the flow curve. Afterward, a flow softening region appears and continues till

CE

reaching a steady state stress. Figure 1 also shows that the flow stress increases by
increasing strain rate and decreasing deformation temperature, and hence, the effect of

AC

temperature and strain rate is significant and should be appropriately incorporated into
the flow stress formula.
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PT

Fig. 1: Obtained flow curves at different deformation conditions.

3.2. The original ZA model with n=0.5

CE

By neglecting the term c0 and taking natural logarithm from both sides of the original
Zerilli-Armstrong (ZA) model (Zerilli and Armstrong, 1987; Zerilli, 2004), the relation

AC

ln   ln B0  0.5 ln   (0  1 ln )T is obtained. For calculating the appropriate value

of B0, a reference strain rate of 0.03 s-1 was considered. As a result, B1   0  1 ln 
becomes a constant. It follows from the above expression that the slope of the plot of
ln  against T at a constant strain can be used to obtain the value of B1 at a specific

strain. The required plot is shown in Fig. 2a, which shows that the lines for different
6
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strains are nearly parallel, and hence, B1 does not depend on strain and the average value

ED

M

AN
US
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T

of B1=0.00344 K-1 was taken for subsequent analysis.

CE

PT

Fig. 2: Plots used to find the constants of the original ZA model.

Based

on

the

above

analysis,

the

ZA

equation

can

be

simplified

as

AC

ln   (ln B0  0.00344T )  0.5 ln  . It follows that the intercept of the plot of ln  vs.
ln  by fitting lines with slope of 0.5 ( y  0.5x  b ) at a constant temperature can be used

to obtain the value of ln B0  0.00344T at that specific temperature. This is shown in Fig.
2b and it was found that B0 does not depend on temperature and its average value was
determined as B0 =11697.5 MPa. Besides the above analysis, it can be deduced from Fig.
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2b that two slopes with different signs are required to represent the data. This fact will be
revisited later for modification of the ZA model in Section 3.6.
For

calculating

0

and

1 ,

ZA

equation

can

be

expressed

as

ln   {ln(11697.5 0.5 )  0T }  1T ln  .

or

CR
IP
T

  11697.5 0.5 exp( 0T  1T ln )

the

Therefore, at a given strain (in the interval of 0.06 to 0.6), the slopes and the intercepts of
the plots of ln  vs. ln  at different temperatures can be used to obtain the average
values of  0 and 1 . A representative plot (for strain of 0.2) is shown in Fig. 2c. It was

AN
US

found that the value of 1 does not depend considerably on strain and its value can be
taken as 0.00012 K-1. The average value of  0 was also taken as 0.003069 K-1. However,
while  0 should be a constant in the original ZA model, it can be seen in Fig. 2d that it

M

depends somehow on strain. Based on the above analyses, the ZA equation can be
expressed as follows:

ED

  11697.5 0.5 exp(0.003069T  0.00012T ln )

(1)

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the experimental and calculated flow stress for

PT

some representative curves using Eq. 1. As it is apparent, the original ZA model cannot

CE

adequately predict the flow curves at hot working conditions. Despite the visual
examination, the ability of the model can be better evaluated by calculating the root mean

AC

square error (RMSE) and the percentage of the average relative absolute error (AAE)
using the following formulae:
1 N
(ti  yi ) 2

N i 1

(2)

1 N t i  yi
100

N i 1 ti

(3)

RMSE 

AAE 
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Fig. 3: Comparison between the experimental and the calculated flow curves by the
original ZA model as expressed by Eq. 1.

where ti is the target output, yi is the model output, and N is the number of data points.

M

The average RMSE and AAE were determined as 21.65 MPa and 37.88%, respectively.

ED

These high error values also confirm that the original ZA model is not appropriate for
prediction of the hot flow stress. Due to the parabolic form of the strain-hardening term,

PT

the original ZA equation cannot represent the softening stage resulted from DRX. It can
also be seen that it even fails to represent the hardening stage due to the adverse effect of

CE

the softening part of the flow curves on the obtained values of the constants of the ZA

AC

equation. Therefore, in the following sections, the modifications of the ZA model are
being taken into account.

3.3. The ZA model with n as a variable
The first imaginable modification is considering a power law strain hardening exponent
of n instead of 0.5 to better account for the effect of DRV. The procedure for obtaining

9
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the constants is similar to Section 3.2 and it is not included here for the sake of brevity.
Only, obtaining n is presented. Once derived that B1=0.00344 K-1, the ZA equation can be
simplified as ln   (ln B0  0.00344T )  n ln  . It follows that the slope of the plot of
ln  vs. ln  at a constant temperature can be used to obtain the value of n at that
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T

specific temperature. This is shown in Fig. 4a. It can be seen that the lines are nearly
parallel, and hence, n does not depend on temperature and its average value can be taken
as 0.232, i.e. half the original exponent included in the ZA model. After obtaining all of

AN
US

the constants, the modified ZA equation can be expressed as follows:

  6771.175 0.232 exp(0.002953T  0.00012T ln )

(4)

Fig. 4b shows the comparison between the experimental and calculated flow stress for

M

some representative curves using Eq. 4. As it is apparent, the ZA model with n as a
variable can better predict the hardening part of the flow curves but it cannot show the

ED

softening part. The average RMSE and AAE were determined as 10.03 MPa and 19.75%,
respectively. These error values are lowering compared with the original ZA model,

PT

which confirm that the consideration of n values lower than 0.5 is a good modification.

CE

The main deficiency of this approach is behind the consideration of  0 as a constant. As
can be seen in Fig. 5a,  0 considerably depends on strain. Therefore, it seems required to

AC

consider the strain dependency of  0 , which will be treated in Section 3.4.
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Fig. 4: Plot used for obtaining n along with the comparison between the experimental and

CE

the calculated flow curves by the ZA model as expressed by Eq. 4.

AC

3.4. The modification of ZA model by considering the flow softening
Based on the results of Section 3.3, the equation of   B0 n exp( 0T  1 ln ) with

 0 as a function of strain (Fig. 5a) was considered in this section by fitting to a

polynomial expression. Therefore, all other constants are the same as those determined in
Section 3.3 and the modified ZA equation can be expressed as follows:
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  6771.175 0.232 exp( 0T  0.00012T ln )

(5)
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0  0.0241 4 - 0.0364 3 + 0.0183 2 - 0.0027 + 0.0029

CE

Fig. 5: Variation of  0 with strain along with the comparison between the experimental

AC

and the calculated flow curves by the ZA model as expressed by Eq. 5.

Fig. 5b shows the comparison between the experimental and calculated flow stress for
some representative curves using Eq. 5. As it is apparent, Eq. 5 can predict the flow stress
significantly better, especially it can represent the flow softening by DRX. It seems that
the coupled effect of strain, strain rate, and temperature by considering the strain
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dependency of  0 in exp( 0T  0.00012T ln ) can be achieved. The average RMSE
and AAE were determined as 4.35 MPa and 9.45%, respectively. These low error values
confirm the better applicability of Eq. 5 in modeling and prediction of flow stress.
However, Fig. 5b shows that one of the problems of this approach is that the location of

CR
IP
T

the peak point of the calculated flow curves does not match with that of the experimental
flow curves. Another problem is evident from the steady-state part of the calculated flow
curves. The former shows that it is required to consider the peak strain in analysis (this

AN
US

will be treated in Section 3.5) and the latter reveals that the consideration of  0 as a
strain dependent variable has its own problems and the level of flow stress becomes very
sensitive to the value of  0 as will be accounted for in Section 3.6.

M

3.5. The modification of ZA model by incorporation of peak strain

ED

In the previous section, it was found that it is required to consider the peak strain in the
analysis. Therefore, an equation of the form   B0 ( /  P ) n exp( 0T  1 ln ) is

PT

considered in this section.

For a given initial grain size, the classical power relation of  P  pZ q (Mirzadeh et al.,

CE

2010; Nazábal et al., 1987) can be employed to find a relation between the peak strain (εP)

AC

and the Zener-Hollomon parameter ( Z   exp(Q / RT ) ) (Zener and Hollomon, 1944).
Since the deformation mechanism during hot deformation is usually based on the glide
and climb of dislocations, the lattice self-diffusion activation energy can be set as the
deformation activation energy (Q) (Mirzadeh et al., 2011a; Mirzadeh, 2014a). As a result,
the lattice self-diffusion activation energy of austenite (QSD = 270 kJ/mol) was
considered here. Subsequently, the plot of ln  P vs. lnZ was used to find the values of p
13
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and q as shown in Fig. 6 and the equation of  P  0.0123Z 0.125 was determined, which was

AN
US
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used for calculating the values of peak strain for the subsequent analysis.

M

Fig. 6: The dependence of peak strain on the Zener-Hollomon parameter.

For obtaining the parameters of the model, the procedure of Section 3.4 was followed by

ED

consideration of  /  P instead of  and the dependency of  0 on  /  P was considered

PT

(Fig. 7a). As a result, the following constitutive equation was determined:

  8757( /  P )0.233 exp(  0T  0.00012T ln )

(6)

CE

0  - 0.0002( /  P )3 + 0.0008( /  P )2 - 0.0008( /  P ) + 0.0036

AC

Fig. 7b shows the comparison between the experimental and calculated flow stress for
some representative curves using Eq. 6. As it is apparent, the problem at the peak point is
amended but the problem of the steady-state part of the calculated flow curves becomes
much worse. The average RMSE and AAE were determined as 3.45×1020 MPa and
2.91×1019%, respectively. These extremely large error values confirm that  0 should not
be considered as a strain dependent variable. Also note that the polynomial fits in this
14
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section and Section 3.4 were used in the range of experimental strain values and there is

CE

PT

ED

M
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no guarantee that they will be satisfactory after extrapolation to higher strains.

AC

Fig. 7: Variation of  0 with strain along with the comparison between the experimental
and the calculated flow curves by the ZA model as expressed by Eq. 6.

3.6. The proposed constitutive model
Based on the results of the previous sections, it was found that the strain hardening
exponent of less than 0.5 can better account for the flow softening due to the DRV
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process. Moreover, incorporation of the peak strain into the flow stress formula is a good
modification to fix the problem at the peak point of flow curves. Furthermore, the
consideration of  0 as a strain dependent variable is not the best choice. Also, based on
Fig. 2b, it can be deduced that two slopes with different signs are actually required to

CR
IP
T

represent the data due to flow hardening and softening stages. As a result, the following
formula was considered as the appropriate modification of the ZA model:

  B01( /  P ) n exp(   0T  1 ln  ) if    P
1

  B02 ( /  P ) n exp(   0T  1 ln  ) if    P

(7)

AN
US

2

For calculating the appropriate value of B01, the reference strain rate of 0.03 s-1 was
considered again. It follows from ln   ln B01  n1 ln( /  P )  ( 0  1 ln )T that the

M

slope of the plot of ln  against T at a constant  /  P can be used to obtain the value of
B1= ( 0  1 ln ) =0.00384 K-1. Based on the above analysis, the ZA equation can be

ED

simplified as ln   (ln B01  0.00384T )  n1 ln( /  P ) . It follows that the slope and the

PT

intercept of the plot of ln  vs. ln( /  P ) at a constant temperature can be used to obtain

CE

the value of n1 and ln B01  0.00384T at that specific temperature, respectively. This,
along with the similar curve for B02 and n2, is shown in Fig. 8a and the average values of

AC

n1, B01, n2, and B02 were determined as 0.320, 9880.4 MPa, -0.173, and 9880.4 MPa,
respectively. Note that based on Eq. 7, it was obvious that B01 should be equal to B02.
Finally, for calculating  0 and 1 , the similar procedure to the previous sections was used
and the average values of  0 and 1 were determined as 0.0034 K-1 and 0.00012 K-1,
respectively. As a result, the following constitutive equation was determined:
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  9880.4( /  P ) 0.320 exp( 0.0034T  0.00012 ln  ) if    P
(8)
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  9880.4( /  P ) 0.173 exp( 0.0034T  0.00012 ln  ) if    P

AC

Fig. 8: Plot used for obtaining n1, B01, n2, and B02 along with the comparison between the
experimental and the calculated flow curves by the ZA model as expressed by Eq. 8.

Fig. 8b shows the comparison between the experimental and calculated flow stress for
some representative curves using Eq. 8. As it is obvious, the proposed modified ZA
model can be efficiently used for modeling and prediction of hot deformation flow
17
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curves. The average RMSE and AAE were determined as 4.40 MPa and 10.14%,
respectively. These error values are low and are comparable to those of the method
described in Section 3.4 but the proposed method is superior because it can solve the
problem of the location of the peak point of flow curves. However, an obvious drawback

CR
IP
T

of the proposed method is behind the fact that it deals separately with the hardening and
softening parts of the flow curve, and as a result, at the peak point, the modeled curves
are not smooth. This might be a problem in process simulation. Anyway, the proposed
constitutive equation can be conveniently and efficiently used to predict the hot flow

AN
US

stress while retaining the general form of the original physically-based ZA model. This
model appropriately accounts for the effect of DRV and DRX at high temperatures and it

M

is applicable to both of the hardening and softening parts of the flow curves.

4. Conclusions

ED

The applicability of the Zerilli-Armstrong (ZA) model for modeling and prediction of hot
deformation flow stress was evaluated for alloys with FCC crystal structure and

PT

subsequently it was modified step-by-step to make it adaptable to high-temperature flow

CE

curves. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1) The original ZA model of the form of   c0  B0 0.5 exp( 0T  1T ln ) was not

AC

able to predict the softening part of the flow curves and it even failed to represent the
hardening stage partly due to the adverse effect of the softening part on the obtained
values of the constants. The latter shortcoming can be somehow amended by considering
a power law strain hardening exponents of less than 0.5 to better account for the effect of
DRV. The former problem can be treated by consideration of the strain dependency of
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 0 but in turn the location of the peak point of the calculated flow curves will not
coincide with that of the experimental flow curves and the steady-state part of the
calculated flow curves will become problematic.
(2) Incorporating the peak strain into the flow stress formula was found to be a good

CR
IP
T

modification to fix the problem at the peak point of flow curves. However, the
consideration of  0 as a strain dependent variable to account for the softening part of the
flow curve will become a severe problem. It was also shown that two slopes with

AN
US

different signs are actually required to represent the data due to flow hardening and
softening stages. As a result, the following useful formulas were proposed:

  B0 ( /  P ) n exp(   0T  1 ln  ) if    P
1

  B0 ( /  P ) n exp(   0T  1 ln  ) if    P
2

M

(3) While retaining the general form of the original physically-based ZA model, the

ED

proposed constitutive equation was found to be useful in prediction of hot flow stress.
However, an obvious drawback of the proposed method is behind the fact that it deals

PT

separately with the hardening and softening parts of the flow curve, and as a result, at the

CE

peak point, the modeled curves are not smooth.
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